Property Browser

The property browser is used to view all the properties associated with an object at a glance. In the property browser you are able to...

- Change settings to manipulate an object’s appearance, such as its outline, fill color, translucency, location, etc.
- Make objects interactive, such as creating containers
- Control the movement of an object by creating rules or restrictors, such as only allowing an object to move up and down

While many of these functions are available in other locations, it is nice to have them all located in one place to make major changes.

Action Browser – Current Selection

The action browser – current selection tab allows you to associate an object to a specific task. For instance, you can assign an object the command to open a new page when it is clicked.

By default, all actions are shown when you open the browser. You can narrow your choices to match your search by clicking the drop down box and selecting a category. The categories available are...

- All Actions
- Command Actions
- Page Actions
- Object Actions
- Voting Actions
- Document/Media Actions

Action Browser – Drag and Drop

The action browser – drag and drop tab is where you can “drag and drop” an icon onto your page that will allow you to access many Inspire tools. This is beneficial for when you are using a tool consistently on a page but it is not located in the toolbar you have opened. For instance, if you have students up at the board measuring objects you can drag and drop the ruler icon onto the page. Then the ruler can be accessed quickly and easily.

These actions will only be available when you are in presentation mode. To move the icon you would need to be in design mode.

Voting Browser

Register devices, including Activotes and Expressions

Select Activotes to be used when voting

Select ActivExpressions to be used when voting

Toggle anonymous voting on and off

Assign the registered devices to specific students